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Section I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The.intent of this study was to analyze thebenefits resulting from

GED participation. Both in-service. and post-service benefits were Considered.

Achievement of GED equivalency was found to result in tangible benefits

for the individual while in the militaiy seryice: Even when- aptitude and number

of months of active military service, are controlled; GED recipients attained

significantly higher pay grades than individuals who failed the.tests or did

not participate.. Although this study was unable to measure directly

possible benefits, s eligibility for training, assignments, or reenli4tnent,

.

the survey included questions pertaining to the individual's perceptions of

benefits inbthese.areas. Servicemen who passed the GED teS_s at-Only the

DOD. level were more likely to report.that the.GED helped them while in the

service than then who also passed at the higher eels required by their

states-

Attainment of GED equivalency was also found to have a significant
.

impact in the post-service life the veteran.. CID recipients were more 't

likely to be- employed in higher paying, more prestigious occupations than

'non-high school graduates who did' not receive GED certification. Also, the

mean'weekly earnings of successful GED participants were foundto be sig-

'nificantly,higher than those of individuals who failed am-did not partici-

pate.' addition,.the state employment' offices were more successful in

finding jobs for GED holders than for:non-high school graduat#s without

equivalency. certificates. Coiltrary to expectation6 GED hoplei:s did not
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seem to experience greater ease in obtaining employment than individuals

without high school certification. Recipients of GED equivalency were

found to have higher unemployment rates and have a lower "ratio of jobs.

held to jobs applied for" than non-GED holders. However, these findings

are attributed to the GED holders seeking employment in higher level oc-

cupations where they are still somewhat at a disadvantage in competing with

traditional high scbool graduates.

GED certificatkenwasalse found to have an impact upon post - service

educational activities. A higher percentage of.GED holders enrolled in

4 school or formal training 'program than non-GED holders. Also, 0
I.

those

veterans who continued their formal education after separation from the,

*service, GED holders were more likely to have enrolled in some form of

higher edu ation (Junior College or Four Year'College) than veterans

without high school certification.

In addition, this Study sought to determine what benefits the GED

holders feel their hig:. school equivalency has brought them in their

post-service life. They reported a higher level'of overall benefits

than benefits from any Of the specific areas. Of the specific areas,

GED certification was seen as'being the mast help in getting into school

or training -programs or getting a job.. Getting promoteil is the post-

service area in which these veterans see their educational credentials

.as,being the least help.

An important aspect of this study was.to determine the impact of



different cut-off scores recoghized by DOD and the state educational

agencies as standards for successful achievement on the tests. the dif-

ferent success criteria had no effect upon the pay grade a serviceman

achieved. In postrservica. life, achievement of state certification was

found(to have a'strong effect upon the level.pf benefits received by

the ,GE) holder. Those veterans.who received an,official state certifi-

cate were more likely to obtain employment in professional, managerial,

and technical occupations than those who did not receive state certifica-

tion. State certificate holders were also goad to' have;'(1) higher
. . F.

weekly earnings, (2) -more success in f inding employment through the

state employment service, Moo more success.in baying the crtifiqates.

accepted by educational programs, and (4> perceived a higher level of

resulting benefits than GED holders without state certification.
4.1F`,

In general, the data Indicate the existence of a "credentials

effecte" GED holders were found to attain a higher level of Success in

military and post - service life than high school graduates without GED

. " equivalency. Also, recipients of official state certificates tend to do
0 3° tob

better in civilian --life than GED hel.ders without state certification.

:-

This study also investigated several aspects of.veteransyjob °,
0

.

hunting activities. It was found that only about one quarter of tne
4

GED holders bring their GED certificates to employment interviews,

whereas'about two-thirds take their separation papers (DD214) with them
u

when applying for'jobs: Also,4tWice as many respondents reported being

asked to show separation papers than reported. being asked to show a high

school diploma. Thus, a very important aspect of the GED program involves

3
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making sure that successful achievement on the tests is recorded on the

servicemap's records.

In conclusion, the positive.relationship between educational credenr..

6

4 tials and attainment of succeqs in both military d.ciVill.anlife indi-.
,.jo..

.

. ,
. -. . : .... .

.

cater the importance of,the high school equivalency program. The VSAFI
,. .

. .

'4 . . ..
.GED program isiferfqrming a valuable service .by providing non-hi school..

,,' . .-..

. . ,-
.

graduate serVicemer with the opp9rtunity to qbtin a& school equivalency..
.

These high school GED credentials save the, potehfial to yield tangible
to

T.
4 e

benefits to the individual either as a career serviceman br a civilian.-
s
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)PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

. Section it

INTRODUCTION

The general purpose of -this report is to, analyze the benefits which

accrue. to servicemen who participate and pass the GED equivalency tests.

This-study considers both-in-service and poqtlseryice 'benefits.
.

'. .

.

Over the yeats the military departments have evolved a number of
_

education and training programs for militqry personnel. These`' programs
4 .

.
. .

.
. .

were designed to meet military rquirements for irpreasedtechnical competence
0

and to accomodate the self-development aspirations, of a, large segment or
.

,

...

.
. . ,

,

the service population. Today, these programshave become an increas hilly
. ,

Amportantilart of the services' maiipoWer developinent'affovia since Military

..specialties are.becoming more technical.' Also, as the movement thard an

.. 0

J

v 'all. volunteer force has progressed,' the military services have foUnd that
.

.the oppoutunity for education or training is an important igpentiveoto

.voluntaiy enlistment.

One of the largest educational -programs offered to'servicemen by

. the Department of Defense (DOD) is the High School General Educational

Dwielopmenf(GED) testing program administered by the United States Armed

ForceS Institute tUSAFI). Seveal Millionmilitarypersonnel have attained
0

.

high school equivalency by successfully passing the battery of 'high school

'N

GED teats while in the military service. However, 'little. id known about

the benefits which' accrue to the participants of the GED program.

.` 5
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One complicating factor in analyzing the relationship _between

achievement of GED equivalency and post-service benefits is the dif-

. ferent cut-off scores recognized by DOD and, the state cddcational

agencies standards for *successful. achievement on the test.. In most cases

the states requireagher scores than does DOD (CASE, 1972 Thus, some

of the successful participants qualify only'at the DOD level Nbile others

.
.

qualify at both the' DOD and state levels. A major concern of this study_,

is to dete=ine the impact of these Sifieient'criteria upon the benefits

resulting from the GED .program. ;
-

METHOD
.

,

;

The data for this analysis ere gathered through'use of a surveyo

questionnaire mailed to a sampl of former Atmy,personnel. Utilizing

information contained in the DO Post- Service Information File and the

USAFI Stddent Master File (Cential AVF Task*Force, 1972),,a.stratified

random sample of 1,000 recent Army separatees was selected from each of
.

the following populations:

1. men who had passed the GED tests at bOth the DOD recommended

level and the levelrequired by their home states (STATE group),

and

Z. men who passed the GED tests at the DOILleyel only .(DOD group);
.

3: 'men who participated in the GED 'program but failed (FAILSisroup),

4.. non-high school gra6ates who did not participate in the GED

program (NPART group).

6
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.=Tab e 1 shows the distribution of returns resultjing from the initial i4
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e QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS.
/

,i

a'
I.

0.-

Number 4 Nuiber Nudber Percent
P. 'of of uf of . n

Questionnaires -Undeliverable Completed 'Useable

2 'Mailed :Questionnaires 'Questionaires Return

V

Group
,STATE
DOD. v

' f PAILS
, NPART

1000
/000

1000
1000

,..,:

: .

0.

39
%.54

'60

.,60 ....

.,
668

,-
356
5i5'
509

-

,

67%
56

, .52
51

d .

.

.1n addition, a sample of recent Army separatees, who were high school

grlduates (HSG)_at.time of entry into the service, was selected for

comparative purposes. The data on "this'group was-extracted from:the

DOD Post-Service Information File.'
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Section III -

'SELECTED REVIEW OP LITERATURE ON
BENEFITS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

t has been accepted, as an-articlq of-fatth,-that education results

in tangible benefits for the individual. Empirical research that has been

done generally supports this belief.

The main focus, of research concerning the relationship between educe,-

tion and benefits has been in the area of occupational mobility. ,Studies
. '4:

in this w6a:indicate that educational'ievelohas a strong ,influetce on
. ,

, e

vertical mobility. Centers (1949) found that when a son attains a higher.'
0 -0 - 2'4 , .

educationai level than his father, his ocupational attainment.eill also
\ ,) o

tend to belhlgher. '!Glick (1954) found similar results. °
.

'1.4
. ,

*Blau and Duncan (1967) made a' comprehensive situdy of the relation-
-.,..,6 ), / 0 .

4
4 .

0.ship between education and occuRation. Their iata shows that upward -

. . v. .

4 mobility is directly related to.educltion (r..°.596). Approximate* 28%
. * .;

- .
'1)

of the high school. graduates in that. study exhibited high upward mobility

compared Wonly,18% of those who completed only 1 to 3 years of high
,4

0 . school
41

..

0

04.

.v. Da - from the 1970 tat t there is a direct relation-
,

t .
4

4. . ,

, ship between' median years.of
. 4)

school completed by workers in the ten major
.

.
.

,

coccupa4anal classes and.the hierarchical ranking f these classes according...
.4

;to relative prestige. - .

- .
A4 aitempt to.measuse quantitativelyuthe benefits resulting from'educa-a , . ,. . . 4.

*0
. tidnal attainment was made by Glick and 0M41%11959., They fOund that

. fp 4. f- N. . 4672 ta. 0

-over a lifetime, acollegeraduate will earn ovdr twice:, the amount .of
.. .

.g

, .

* tacotilean'individUai with only eight pars of school and about 19/4

2

1P g a

.1

0



times the earnings of a high school graduate.

Recent census data also indicates a positive relationship between

education and income. . The 1970 census found that the median annual

earnings of males with 1 - 3 years of high school was only $6472 compared

to $7050 for high school graduates.

The work pf many other researchers who have also found occupational

sufceds to be directly related to educational attainment demonstrates% the
-

stability and consistency of the relationship (Blum and Coleman, 1970;

Berg, 1970; Berg, 1968; etc.). However, there is some question as to

jwhether there is a direct relatiofiship between educational attainment and

ability to perform (Wiener, 1968).

Statistics compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the Census indicate that

the educational level of the population has been increaking steadily. This

rise in the educational level of the populace has been accompanied by an
`'\

increase in the complexity of many)jOs. These developmencs have influ7

enced many employers to specify 4'high school education as a requirement

.
for employment, even for semi-skilled and low skilled sobs. The result

0

has been that the non-high school graduatr has bean placed in a disadvantaged

position in the labor market.

Thus, the results may not be caused exclusivel;y by the ability of mote

highly educated workers to perform better. A 'credentials effect' may

also be a factor. That is,'there is a possibility that differences in

opportunities are'attribiltable not to differences in actual performance

ability but rather to barriers set up by an individual's lack of credentials.

Recent research indicates that educational attainment beyond the minimum
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level necessary for basic comprehension and communication has little or no

effect on job performance. Diamond and Bedrosian (1970) conducted a study

of ten major'entry and near-entry level occupations in the New Ybrk and St.

Louis areas. They found that employer hiring requirements and preferences

were generally'overstated. (In particular, they noted'that: "In seventeen

out of twenty, occupation- industry groups, years of schooling were unrelated

to measures of,job pertormance, (p.9)."

Based upon the research reviewed above, it is expected that the

attainment of GED equivalency will result ih'measureable benefits for

the individual. While the man is in the service, it is expected that

receipt of GED equivalency would enable him to attain-a higher pay grade

and hecoMe eligible for assignments and training which require higher

.

levels of education. After separation from the service, a veteran who

has received GED equivalency should be able to obtain a better job and

higher earnings than a veteran without a GED Artikl.cate.

In order to try to isolate the "credentials effect," this study

attempts to contrcl.other factors (i.e., aptitude) which would also be

expected to have an effect upon the degree of success an individual

attains in military and civilian life.

10



Section IV

IN-SERVICE BENEFITS OF GED PARTICIPATION

The military, like all organizations, attempti to promote its

most qualiTied personnel. Therefore, one possible benefit of educational

attaiment is more rapid advancement: Therd are several factors 'which in-
,

fluence promotions in the military service. Aside fromyerformance, such

factors..as caree'rkield and length of service also have an effect . In

° attempting to isolate and measure-the impact of GED participation upon

military promotions, it is desirable to control for as many of these factors

as possible. Analysis of covariance was selected as the appropriate statis-

tical technique because it enables us to control for additional factors

and isolate the effects of a particular variable.

This analysis utilized the BMD analysis of covariance program,

BMDO4V (Dixon, 1971). This program is designed to compute analysis-of

covariance with multiple covariates for groups of unequal sizes. The

covariates used in this analysis were AFQT score and number of Months of

total active federal military service (TAFMS). AFQT was selected as a

covariate because of the strong relationship between AFQT and military

occupation assignments. Also, controlling for AFQT allows us to factor

out the aptitule component of performance. The selection of TAFMS as a

second covariate allows us to control for differences in length of service.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.
*



Table 2

ANALYSIS-OF-COVARIANCE
PAY GRADE AT SEPARATION CONTROLLING FOR AFQT AND TAFMS

Group Adjusted
Group
Mean

HSG 4.41
STATE 4.27
DOD 4.31
FAILS 4.13
NPART 4.10

TOTAL 4.27

F (4,8817) = 56.3, p4C,.001

The results shown in Table 2 indicate that educational credentials do

have an impact upon promotion.. The average pay grade achieVed by successful

GED-participants (approximately is'significantly higher than that achieved

by unsuccessful participants and non-participants (approximately 4.1) and lOwer

than the average pay grade achieved by high school graduates (approximately 4.4).

The relatively better showitlg of traditional high school credentials were re-
.

corded at entry whereas GED equivalency was not recorded until sometime during

the serviceman's tour of duty. The difference may also be due to the.fact

that non-high school graduates tend to'have more disciplinary.problets.than

high school graduates.

A partial correlationtanalysis-i-cohtrolling for.AFOT and TAFMS, con-

firmed that educational credentials have a significant effect upon the pay

grade a serviceman achieves.

Another area of possible benefits resulting from educational_iittainment

is eligibility for certain training courses and occupational asst ents. The

present study, however, was not able to investigate this area. A has been

mentioned previously, this study surveyed fir6t-term personnel.

12.
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only. 'Harding and Richards (1971) report that assignments are made fairly

early in a recruit's military career. Thus,it is doubtful that informa-

tion updating an individual's records to show GED equivalency attainment

'Could enrer-the system in time to have an impact on"the assignment process

of one-term personnel.
ft

Since it was known that this study would be unable to measure directly

Such possible benefits as eligibility for training, assignments, or reen-

listment, the survey included questions pertaining to the individual's

perceptions of benefits in these areas. Respondents were asked to indicate

how much they felt achievement of the GED has helped them in certain areas

of the military career. These results are shown in Table 3.

The results shown in Table 3 indicate that servicemen who pass the

GED tests at.only the DOD level are more likely to report that the GED

helped them while in the service than men who also passed at the state

level. This pattern appears in each of the five areas of benefits listed;

overall, promotions, eligibility for reenlistment, assignments to schools,

and perforTance of military occupations.

It is interesting to note that a larger percentage of respondents in

each group report a higher level of overall benefits received than for any

specific area. There are two possible explanations for this. First, the

high level of overall benefit.may be due to some other specific benefit or

some general personal benefit which was overlooked by the questionnaire.

Or, the higher level of perceived general benefit may be due to a cumulative

effect of a serviceman perceiving a moderate degree of benefit in several

specific areas.

13 /



Tible 3

PERCEPTIONS OF IN-SERVICE BENEFITS

Do you feel that the GED helped you
while you were in the service....

Overall?

Percent'of Respondents
STATE . DOD

Very Much .

22% 30%Somewhat
37 , 48.Not at All
41 22

In Getting Promoted?

Very Much
15 21Somewhat
22 37Not at All
63 42

In Eligibility for Reenlisttilent?
Very Much

10 11Somewhat
23 23Not at All
67 66

In G;ting Assigned to Schools?
Very Much

12 11Somewhat
16 22Not at All
/2 67

In Performing Your Military Occupation?
Very Much .- 8 13
Somewhat

19 29NOt at All
73 58



Section V

POST-SERVICE BENEFITS OF GED PARTICIPATION

Since alternative selection criteria' (such as performance on apti-

tude tests) are not as widespread in the civilian sector as they are in the

military, attainment of educational credentials may be more critical

1.n civilian life than in military life. Employment is one area where

educational credentials would be expected to have a strong impact. More

specifically, it would be expected that the higher an individual's educa-
,

tional attainment; (a) the better the job he will seek, (b) the better
o

the job he will be able to obtain, (c) the higher his earnings will be,

and (d) the easier it wil be for him to find a job.
4\

Respondents' civilian occupations were analyzed and classified

under the one digit Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) categories.

Table 4 shows the distribution of occupations by group.

Table 4

CIVILIAN OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
(One Digit DOT Categories)

Professional, Managerial,
Technical (0 & 1)

Clerical and Sales (2)
Service Occupations(3)
Farming, Fishing, Forestry

(4) .

Processing Occupations (5)
Machine Trades Occupations

(6)

'Bench Work Occupations (7)
Structural Work Occupa-

tions (8)
Miscellaneous Occupations

.

HSG
21%

.15

7

2

4

15 .

4

18
14

Percent of Respondents
STATE DOD FAILS

17% 11%, - 13%

14 13 9

7 6 5

1 3 2

3 4 8

- 14t. 19 .17

5\ 6 . 4

0 22 \ 17 22 .

1,7 21 20

NPART
-14%

8

6

, 2

8

13

5

22
22

(9)

15
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The rebults shown in Table 4 indicate that veterans with higher educav

tional.credentials tend to find employment in different occupations than

veterans with lower educational attainment. Generally, the higher an indi-

vidual's educational credentialsgthe more likely he is to be employed in

professional, managerial, technical, clerical, sales,'and service occupa-

tions and the lessolikely he is to be employed in farming, fishing, forestry,

processing and miscellaneous occupations.

A major issue concerns the effect of different state requirements for

issuance of official state equivalency certificates upon potential benefits.

It was found that veterans with official state certificateS were slightly

more likely to have obtained employment in-professional, managerial, ando.

technical.Occupations than are those who did not receive state certifica-

tion. In general, however, receipt of an-official state certificate did

not seem to have a large impact upon the veteran's occupation.

The occupations which veterans with higher educational credentials

tend to obtain are those which are generally higher in prestige, using

the rankings developed by Reiss (1961). This also seems to be true for

those v'eterans'who have received state GED certificates. It thus appears

that obtaining GED equivalency opens the door to occupations which may

have previously been blocked to applicants lacking a high school diploma.

These findings generally confirm the expectation that veterans with

higher educational levels will seek. and obtain employment in higher paying,

prestigious occupations than veterans with lower educational attain-

nts.

,16



Income from employment is a second area of potential post-service.

benefits to former servicemen who achieved GED equivalency. It is likely

that earnings are affected by a number of different variables. Several.

steps.were taken.to try to isolate the effect of educational attainment.

First, only veterans reporting they were, eMployedfull7time were.considered.

Also, differences among groups were analyzed using an analysis-of-cova7iance

model. Since all respondents in the research sample were separated from

the Army for approximately ten months before DOD Post-Service survey time,

control of seniority was not considered.necesSary. However, since 'it was

felethat aptitude is likely to have an effect upon earnings, AFQT was

utilized as a covariate. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.

Table 5

ANALYSIS OF COVARIAKE
WEEKLY EARNINGS CONTROLLING FOR AFQT

Group

Adjusted
Group
Mean

HSG $131.50
STATE 136.37
DOD 126.74
FAILS 120.23
NPART 1419.53

TOTAL $126.84

F (4, 6818) u 32.10, p4C.001

The results shown in Tdble 5 indicate that earnings are directly

related to educational credentials. The mean weekly earnings of success-

ful GED participants ($126.74 for DOD group and $136.37 for STATE group)

are significantly higher than those of unsuccessful participants ($120.23)

or non-high school graduate non-participants ($119.53).

17
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An ,interesting result is that the mean weekly earnings of GED partici-
.

pants who pass at the state levels are higher than thoset of traditional

high school graduates. One possible reason fOr this finding is dila high

school graduates are a very..diverse group. There is a great deal of hetero-

geneity among the abilities of griduates of different high schools. The

existence of high school graduates of low ability may cause the mean earn-

ings of the high school graduate'group to appear lower. Higher motivation

may be another possible reason for higher earnings.of the STATE group. The

prevailing view has been that non-high school graduates (or dropouts as they

are often called) are lacking in initiative, emotional stability, and

perseverance. However, as Wiener (1968) malts out, many of the so-called

dropouts' would be better characterized lythe term "push-outs." Tha t is,

many non-graduates fail to complete high school for reasons other than

lack 'of ability or motivation. Economic and family problems sometimes

leave very few alternatives to dropping out. Recent research by Bachman,.

Green and Wirtanen (1971) indicates that dropouts who later complete their

education are qualitatively,different from those who do not. As Bachman

et al state:

"The dropouts who later gained diplomas showed some
signs of moderate 'improvement' along a number of
dimensions: self-esteem; negative affective states,
happiness, physical symptoms, needs for self-develop-
ment and self-utilization, social values, and ambitious
job attitudes,(p. 227)."

A study by Devlin (1970) also implies that individuals who complete,

their schooling through an adult education program may exhibit a higher

level of motivation than high school graduates in their age group. Thus,

rather than being characterized by low motivation (as the prevailing

18
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Wisdom assumes about non-high.school graduates), the GED participant may

be characterized by above-normal motivation which may also manifest itself

in above-average 'eainings..

Also in the area of employment, higher educational credentials could

be expected to make it easier for.veterans-to find employment. There

were several questiqns pertaining to this hypothesis. Respondents were
.

asked how many jobs they had applied for since leaving the service, how many

jobs they had held,.and how many weeks of unemployment payments they had

received.

,Doeringer (1969) notes that labor markets operate according to,

"queuing" principles. That is, employers hire the most productive workers

first, leaving the less productive workers unemployed. Therefore, because

of the tendency for employers to use education as proxy Ipasure of paten-
.

tial productivity, veterans with higher educational attainments should

have lower unemployment rates.

Table 6

. UNEMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS

STATE DOD FAILS NPART
Percent of group who received 59% '57% 552 54%
.': unemployment payments*

Mean number of weeks of unem- . 16.8 15.8 17.0 15.3
.ployment payments**
(includes only those indivi-
duals who received unemploy-

. ment) .

*chi square = 7.21, P.07
**F = 1.98, NS

Contrary to' expectations, a larger percentage of those veterans

with higher educational attainments had received unemployment payments

. 19



than veterans with lower educational levels (Table 6). \Also, there was

no significant difference food among the mean number of payments received.

When the, analysis was based on whether or not the respondelorreceived a

state certificate no difference was found on either the percent receiving

4.. unemployment or the average number of weeks unemployment payments were

alt

collected.

Respondents were also asked whether they obtained a.job through the -

unemployment office (Table 7).

Table 7

JOBS OBTAINED THROUGH UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Percent Responding "Yes"
STATE _ DOD FAILS APART

(Received) (Qualified)

Did .you get a job through 20% . 18% 18% 13% 15%

your visits to the .

s

unemployment office?* ,

x' = 15.34, p4C.001

*Includes only those individuals who visited a state unemployment

office.

*!.

The responses indicate that state unemployment offices have signifi-

cantly more success in placing veterans with higher educational attain-

7
ments. The fact that 20% of those veterans who received official state

certificates found jobs through the unemployment service provides further

support for this contention.

Another measure of the practiAal use of educational credentials is 40

the help they give in obtaining employment. Again, due to the queue-like

10.
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Table 8 shows
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0

d'roup Means
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0

,

STATE.

.

DOD

.

FAILS

.

.

NPRT
.

Of

Value
.Siinifi-

cance

Number cot JobssiApplfed For 5.59 7.03 6.02 4.12 14.56 .01
Namber of Jobs Held 2.16' 2.14 2.23 2.08 1.93 NS
Ratio of Jogs Held to Jobs .39 .30 .37 0 4.50 11.43 .01°
Applied For

0

0
Although the numbex.oflobs held did, not vary much across groups,

the nuMber of jobs applied for showed a great deal of variance. Veterans *
0

who.passed thi: GED tests at the DOD level applied for the most lobs, whereas
a *

noavarticipqntOappIied foi the fewesfl, The-ratio of jobs0held.to jobs

a

.',applied for may indicate that those veterans who passed the GED tests
, at

0

experienced more diffic4ty in obtaining employment than those with lesser
00
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' 0 0
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educational.attaiqments. Uowever, there is reason to believe that the job
.0 .t .

hunting activities df these groups.vay not be comparable (i.e., the various.

.

groups may be lookl.ng for work in differefit lob maikets. "file'findlogs of

.
..'Bachman, Green and Wirtauen-(1971) provide some evidence for this

s

interpre-
.

.

tation. In their study of dropouts they, ound that 42 respordenti had

obtained diplomas of some type after having dropped out. These "dropouts'.

with dipliblintas" exhibited a disteictive increase in elleir occupational aspira-
.

tions following receipt of their diplomas.. Thus the GED pi'ogiain may have :
o 0 0

acted to increase the aspirations of successful participants to a point where

0

they are competing for higher level jobs against traditional high school.

.

graduates. Further support for t1is explanation is provided by the turrent

study. As was previously noted, veterans with better educational creden-.

ti.als tend to find (and therefore presumably look for)-employment in dif-

ferent occupations (those which are higher paying and have higher status

rankings) than veterans with lesser educational Credentials.

Post-service education is another major area of potentlarheileilt-to-7--

successful GED participants. Since almost all formal educational,.institu-

iions and many training programs require educational credentials to be

submitted, this is an area where GED participation can aid *he former

serviceman, Table 9 shows the percent of veterans in each group who had

enrolled in some soreof-school of training program since leaving the

service.

22
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Table 9

QUESTIONS RELATED TO POST-SERVICE EDUCATION

Percent Respcnding "Yes"
STATE DOD FAILS NPART

Are you enrolled or have you been.
enrolled in a school or formal
training program since leaving the
service?

46% 38% 36% 34%

Was your USAFI Certificate accepted?* 79 64 NA NA

Was your State Certificate. accepted?* 85 NA NA NA

Have you used or are you using the
educational benefits provided by the

40 30 26 22

GI Bill?

*Includes only those servicemen who have that particular credential

As would be expected, the higher a veteran's educational attain-

ments, the more likely he is to enroll in some form of post-service

education or training program.

Caution should be observed in analyzing the responses to questions

concerning acceptanceof certificates. It is possible that an individual

with a GED certificate could be rejected by an educational or training

institution on some other grounds and yet the individual might attribute

his rejection to non- acceptance of his certificate. With t 's caveat in

mind, the resulti indicate that the higher the level of recognition (STATE

vs. DOD), the more likely that the veteran's certificate will be accepted.

Also, state issued certificates are more likely to be accepted than USAFI

certificates.

Since use of GI Bill education benefits is a direct function of the

23



number of veterans enrolled in educational or training programs, it comes

as no surprise that the higher an individual's educational attainment the.

more likely he is to utilize GE Bill educational benefits.

The kind of educational or training program the veteran enters also

varies with the individual's educational attainment. Table-19 gives the

distribution of program types by group for those veterans who reported

post-service enrollment.

Table lU

TYPES OF POST-SERVICE EDUCATION OR TRAINING PROGRAMS*

Percent of Respondents

Type of School or Training HSG STATE DOD FAILS NPART

High School --% 8% 22% 33% 20%
Junior College 31 26 14 2 6

Four Year College 16 9 2 2 5

Trade or Technical School 18 33 41 42 38
Formal Training Program 21 12 .10 7 9

Other 14 12 11 14 22

*Data on the HSG group was collected by the DOD Post-Service
Survey, while data reported on the other groups was collected
by the present survey.

The information in Table 10 indicates that there is a great deal of

variation in the types of programs various group members select. Many

of the individuals who failed the GED tests enroll in some type of high.

school'program after separation. Their nearness to completion may be a

strong factor. Those membeis of the STATE and DOD groups uho report

participation in high school programs are most likely trying to meet the

requirements of their state for an official high school equivalency certifi-

cate.' The fact that approximately 20% of the GED non-participants report
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post-service enrollment,in a high school program raises the question of

why they did not participate in the GED program while they were in the

service.

tenerally speakiag, the highe"r the veteran's education credentials,

the more likely he is to enroll in some form of higher education (Junior

College or Four Year College). The higher education categories account

for 47% of the high school graduates, 35% of the veterans who passed the

GED at the level required by their state, 16% of the veterans who passed

the GED at only the DOD recommended level, 4% of those who failed the GED

tests, and 11% of the non-participants. Self-selection of educational

programs and institutional selection proceduresiare probably jointly

responsible for this relationship. An interesting finding was the surpris-

ingly high percentage of GED non- participants enrolled in higher education.

This may be an indication that a good number of non-high school graduates

are picking up high school credentials on their own. Also, many community

colleges and technical schools have changed their entrance requirements

to allow individuals of adult age to.enter without high school credentials.

The largest percentage of veterans in each of the non-high school

graduate accession groups was found to be enrolled in trade or technical

schools._ Since these schools do not normally have rigorous entrance

requirements, the abse-i2e of a large difference across groups is not

surprising., The lower percentage of STATE and HSG veterans enrolling in

trade programs is an additional indication that the occupational aspira-

tions of these groups is different from the other groups.
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The positive relationship between participation in formal training

programs and educational credentials is probably the result of institu-

tional selection 'procedures, which utilize educational credentials as a ,---

criterion.

Participation in the GED program is also likely to affect.the veteran's

future educational plans. Ore reason for this expectation is that the plans

of successful GED participants are less likely to be blocked 'by lack of a

high school diploma. Also, nearness to the high school equivalence goal

may spur those tormer.servicemen who failed the GED to continue to pursue

it after separ4tion. Respondents.were asked whether or not they planned to

continue their for41 education. The distribution of responses appears in

Table 11.

Table.11

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

STATE DOD FAILS NPART

Plan to continue education 51% 43% 51% 46%

Uncertain 35 42 39 34

Don't plan to continue education 14 15 10 20

As with all questions inquiring into future plans, caution must

be taken in interpreting the results. There is always a tendency to

fantasize with respect to future goals. The responses to this question

indicate that the educational aspirations of these veterans are fairly

good. Relatively few respondents in any of the groups report that they

have no plans to continue their formal education. The FAILS group shows

the lowest percentage of respondents with no plans to continue. For

some members of this group, this may be an indication that because they
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are so c)se they will seek to acquire-theii high school equivalency.

The fact that over 46% of the GED non-participants state that they plan

to continue their formal education again raises the question of why they

did not participate in the GED program while in the service. Of those

veterans who received an official state certificate, 58%. plan to continue

.their education as opposed to only 44% of those who qualified for but did.

not receive state certificates. Thus, it may be that plans for additional

-formal educatioh act to prompt veterans into converting their USAFI certi-

fication into official state certification.

This study also sought to determine what benefits'the GED holders

feel their high school equivalency has brought them. Respondents were

asked to indicate how much they felt achievement of the GED bas helped

them in certain areas of civilian life. Since possession of an official

state certificate is liable to have some bearing upon perceived benefits,

-the information in Table 12 is broken out by whether or not.the veteran

has, received state certification.

The results shown in Table 12 indicate that those veterans who qualify'

for and receive state certification perceive a higher level of benefits

resulting from their GED participation. This pattern appears for each of the

specific areas. Getting promoted is the area for which these veterans

see their educational credentials as being the least help. Again, as in the

analysis of in-service benefits, the respondents report a higher level of

overall benefits received than in any of the specific areas.
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Table 12

PERCEPTIONS OF POST-SERVICE BENEFITS*

Percent of Respondents
GED Holders GED Holders

Who Received An Who Did Not
Official Receive
State State

Certificate Certification

, Overall?
Very Much
Somewhat
Not at All

52%
36
12

35%
43

22

In getting a job?
Very Much 44 31
Somewhat 32 35
Not at All 24 34

In getting into school or training
Very Much 47 35
Somewhat 26 24
Not at All

in getting promoted on the job?

27 41

Very Much 24 18
Somewhat 21 22
Not at All 55 60

* Respondents who checked that a particular question did not
, apply to them have been excluded from this table.

;t is interesting to note that all the respondents perceived a

higher level of benefits in civilian life (Table 12) than in the military

(Table 3). This, however, is understandable since all the respondents

were servicemen who either chose to leave the service at the end of their

I

first tour or were not selected for reenlistment. Thus, this finding may

4

be the result of their rationalizing a preference for civilian life or their
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lack of acceptance for military reenlistment.

Another interesting finding involve a reversal of the groups in

their relative perceptions of benefits in the military and in civilian

life. The DOD group perceived higher resultant benefits in the military

than the STATE group (Table 3). However, in civilian life, those veterans

who received state certificates perceived higher benefits than those who

did not receive state certificates (Table 12). One possible explanation

may be that passing the GED tests at the state level raises expectations

to a level which the military cannot fulfill. Another possible explana-

tion may be that the military dogs not discriminate between the different

levels of success and both the-STATE and DOD groups realize they are treated

equally.
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Section VI

JOB HUNTING BEHAVIOR

Although the Department of Labor reports that the unemployment rate

of Vietnam era veterans has declined steadily_ during the past year and is

now only slightly higher than that of non-veterans in the same age gioup,

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1.'72) the post-service employment of military

separatees is a continuing concern of the Department of Defense. Thus,

the survey instrument asked a number of questions concerning the activi-

ties of veterans in seeking employment.

Since there are no obvious outward signs of who is or who is not

a high school graduate, effectiveness of an equivalency certificate

program is partially dependent upon the visibility of educational creden-

tials in the employment seeking process._ Respondents were asked several

questions to determine what credentials they took with them when applying

for a job. Only data on respondents to whom the questions applied appear

in Table 13 (i.e., respondents who reported having looked for work and

having the credential in question).

Table 13

USE OF EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS

In looking for a job, did you?

Percent Responding "Yes"
STATE STATE

(Received) (Qualified) DOD FAILS NPART

Take your USAFI Certificate 36% . 27% 30% NA
Take your State Certificate 37 NA NA NA NA
Take you DD 214 (Separation Papers). 66 68 68 60 52
Say you were a high school graduate 84 81 73 19 13

NA = Questions do not apply and were not asked
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Most of the respondents in each of the four groups report taking their

separation papers (Form DD 214) when applying for jobs. Also, it was found

that about one third of the successful GED participants take their certifi-

cates with them. These results indicate that a veteran is more likely to

take his separation papers' to job interviews than his GED certificate. There

are a number of possible reasons for this finding. During 1969 and 1970 the

labor market was relatively tight. Also, draft calls during this period were

still fairly high. Thus, employers faced with labor shortages may have been

more concerned with an.individual's draft status than his educational creden-

tials. Also, the DD 214 contains the veteran's educational level as well as

other information which might.be of use to potential employers. Thus,,the

DD 214 might have been seen by veterans as more useful since it contains

more information.

Another interesting finding shows that when looking for jobs, not all

successful GED participants state they are high school graduatesland a signi-

ficart number of veterans who failed the GED or did not participate state

that they are high - school graduates. The fact that between 13% and 192

of the non-GED veterans can pass themselves off as high school graduates

is testimony to loose screening methods used by some employers.

Those veterans who received official state certificates were more likely;

(1) to take their certificates to employment interviews and (2) to say they

are high school graduates.
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The credentials an ind.lvidual.brings to,a jvb interview are probably

a function of what credentials he was asked for at previous job interviews.

Therefore, several questions were asked concerning the documentation re-

quested by potential employers.: The results appear in Table 14.

Table 14

EMPLQYER REQUESTS FOR CREDENTIALS

i

Percent Responding "Yes"
When looking for a job were
you asked...?

STATE DOD FAILS NPART

To show a diploma 25% 24% 22% 21%
To show a DD 214 53 55 46 41
To show a diploma to

the unemployment office*' 16. 17 .15 15

*Includes only those individuals who visited an unemployment
office

As expected there is a congruence between the credentials asked

for and those taken to job interviews. Since employers do not generally

ask for a diploma, the diploma is not generally taken to job interviews.

Also, since employers often ask to see separation papers, the veteran

generally takes his Form DD 214 with shim.

It is also interesting to note that requests foi credentials generally

increase as the individual's educational attainments increase (Table 14).

This may be a further indication that veterans with higher educational

credentials tend to apply for higher level jobs.
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